and consider k equidistant points on a circle. By an arc of length i , we shall mean a set of i neighbouring points. In the case i c k the meaning of the notion "endpoints of an arc" is clear. It is easy to see that the total number of arcs of length i for $ 5 I 4 k is at least k ( ) 2 , so we can take n arcs, whose lengths are between $ and k . These form our family F, . Let us choose a subfamily FA of S sets from the family F, , so that the union of two sets of FA never can be equal to a third one. We show f,,i 2 k , which, together with (l), proves the theorem.
We say that an arc (in FA ) is minimal with respect to one of its endpoints if it does not contain any other arc (in FA ) with the same endpoint.
For every point there are at most two arcs which are minimal with respect to this point (one "to the right" and one "to the left"), the number of minimal arcs is thus at most 2.k .
But all arcs in Fi are minimal, since if one of them (say A) was not minimal with respect to any of its endpoints (say X and Y) then we should have the relation (2) A=A,u A, where A, resp. A9 denote the shortest arcs contained in FA with endpoints x resp. y ((2) follous from 5 C-i c k).
This contradiction proves our statement.
We remark that by the same argument we get that at most 2k arcs can be chosen from among the arcs of length i with 2' C i c 2t'4 (t is arbitrary), if the requirement is the same as above. Thus, a subfamily 
